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The Virtual University for 

Small States of the Commonwealth



Collaborative Development of 

Learning Materials

COL & Hewlett Foundation

20 sets of self-instructional materials for the 

complete senior secondary curriculum



• 13 African universities developing OERs for teacher 

education

• Used by 500,000 teachers in 2009

• Available in Arabic, English, French and Kiswahili



Workshops

Cape Town

Windhoek

Bamako

Kochi



Three Online Forums
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Education is sailing 

through stormy 

seas…

...while above us the 

development of 

educational technology is 

flying ahead at supersonic 

speed. 



Dichotomy
(challenging governments)

Paradox
(challenging institutions)



Technological 

changes…

…exploding 

business models



Governments are reviewing their 

copyright legislation





http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/
http://www.open.ac.uk/


... the emergence of a 

new set of university 

rankings that rate the 

quality and usefulness of 

the OERs from different 

institutions 



Dichotomy
(challenging governments)

open            versus proprietary

content                          content  

(contradictory policies)



Paradox

ODL

(Open and Distance Learning)



Paradox

TECHNOLOGY        ODL ACCESS



Athabasca University: 

Look before you write!
Asiaeuniversity:

Get it all from the web





Paradox

TECHNOLOGY        ODL ACCESS



ODL

Boom   &   Backlash



Ethiopia
“a surprising case”

August 26, 2010: Ministry of Education banned all 

distance education programmes in private and 

public, arguing that:

‘distance learning education is unnecessary at this 

stage in the development of the education sector’



Ethiopia

The World Bank had 

recommended the further 

development of ODL, which 

had already helped to raise 

the country’s participation 

rate in higher education 

from 2% to 5%. 



Meles Zenawi

…in the 1990s the Prime Minister of 
Ethiopia, Meles Zenawi, and most of 
his cabinet studied successfully for 
the UK Open University’s MBA…



Ethiopia
“a happy ending”

The ban was lifted in October 2010 

after robust negotiations with 64, 

mostly private, institutions and the 

introduction of a quality assurance 

system.



Noble and ignoble motives

• Quality in ODL is more consistent than in 

classroom teaching – but may be 

consistently better or consistently worse

• Fears of loss of institutional income as 

students choose less expensive and more 

convenient modes of study



...having an abundance of 

quality resources available for 

adoption and adaptation is sure 

to raise the quality of open and 

distance learning...

(...and classroom teaching!)



...an attempt to 

resist an 

unstoppable trend, 

which is the 

increasing 

availability of 

educational content 

of all kinds...

THE BACKLASH AGAINST ODL



Teachers’ role

...is no longer to display their own distillation of 

knowledge at the front of the class, but to advise 

and assist students as they try to find their way in 

a world of abundant knowledge. 



Dichotomy
(challenging governments)

Paradox
(challenging institutions)

• What should we do?

• What should governments do?

• What should UNESCO do?



• What should we do?

“Simplify all aspects of working 

with OER”

Allyn Radford (Australia):

The Open Learning Content 

Editing Console



• What should governments do?

“insist that all material of educational 

value developed either by them directly 

– or by others with public funds –

should be made freely available for 

onward use under open licences”



• What should UNESCO do?

“adopt a policy of open 

licences for its own output, 

and initiate and lead a 

worldwide campaign to open 

up all useful content”



Dichotomy
(challenging governments)

Paradox
(challenging institutions)

• Simplify working with OER

• Open licences for public content

• Lead an open content campaign



“create the global 

intellectual commons 

that people have 

dreamed of 

throughout history” 



THANK YOU

Text & slides at: 

www.col.org/speeches


